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The well-known Sobolev embedding theorem is generalized in terms of geometric 
measure theory and Hilbert-Schmidt operators. C 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let M denote a metric space metrized by the metric d, and let ,u denote a 
regular Bore1 measure on M so that bounded subsets of M have finite hu- 
measure. In [3, Theorem 2.8181, Federer introduces conditions on the metric 
space (A, d) such that the following important result holds true. 
(1) THEOREM. Let the function f :A+ C be integrable on bounded 
Bore1 sets. Then there exists a null set J”, such that for all r > 0 and all 
x E JQA$ the closed ball B(x, r) with radius r and centre x has positive (u- 
measure. Moreover, the limit 
j@> = l$p(B(x, r))-‘,f f dp 
Bw,r) 
exists for all x E JQAi. The function? x i-f(x) is p-measurable with f = .? 
almost everywhere. 
Examples of such metric spaces (A, d) are the following (cf. [3]). 
- Finite dimensional vectorspaces -H with d(x, y) = v(x - y), where v 
is any norm on A. 
- A Riemannian manifold (of class 22) with its usual metric (cf. [5]). 
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-M, the disjoint union of metric spaces (4, dj), j E N and d, the 
metric defined by 
d(x(, Yj>= l9 l#j 
44, Y,) = 4(x,, YJ 
Here the spaces (4, dj) are supposed to satisfy Federer’s conditions. 
Let X denote a Hilbert space and % a positive self-adjoint 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator on X. So in X there is an orthonormal basis 
consisting of eigenvectors of !R with eigenvalues pk > 0, k E N. The dense 
subspace 9?(X) of X contains all f E X satisfying 
Here (e, .) denotes the inner product of X. With the sesquilinear form 
!R(-%) becomes a Hilbert space. Now let the linear operator a be well 
defined on %(X) and let it map %(X) into L,(A,p). In addition, suppose 
that the composition map D o 31: X -+ L2(J, ,D) is Hilbert-Schmidt. This 
assumption ensures that the series 
(2.i) 
converges and hence that 
k=l 
(2.ii) 
Since bounded subsets of A have finite y-measure, every member of 
L,(J,p) is integrable on bounded sets. So we can apply Theorem (1) to 
each element 90, of L,(A,p). It yields null sets .A$‘), k E N, such that the 
limit 
V)&) = ';'g /@(x7 '1) - ' j cau k) dp 
B(XJ) 
(3.i) 
exists for all x E A$4Qi) and all k E N. Each function v)~ extends to an 
everywhere defined representant of the equivalence class au,. 
Since ~Du,(’ E L,(yJy, ,u), k E N, we get null sets Xi*) such that 
\cpk(x)12 = liip(B(x, T))-’ JBcx r)j~u,(’ & x E-d-6?, @*ii) 
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and because of relation (2.ii) we get a null set J@’ such that 
x E 4QfF (3.iii) 
Let A’jj denote the null set (UkcN~“:“)U (UkENJlr~2))UJY‘(3). For 
convenience’ sake we take v)~(x) = 0 whenever x E J,. 
In the next lemma we state the measure theory needed for the announced 
main result of the paper. 
(4) LEMMA. (a) Lef x E M and set e, = x7=, p:p,(x) uk. Then P, is a 
member Of !I?(,%). 
(b) Let x E LzqMo and $63 
&Jmx,r) 
e,(r) = P@(x, I>>-’ CfLl 
30, dp) uk. Then e,(r) E ‘3(S) for all r > 0 and 
Proof The proof of part (a) is a consequence of the definition of the 
functions ok and of relation (3.iii). 
In order to prove (b) we take x E&No. Then for each r > 0 the ine- 
quality 
Ii B(X,r) 
=&I G (j~,,.,~~)“‘(j~,~,,,l~~~12~)1’2 
4 mx, r>> l’* II ~u*lIL,(.x,rr) 
is valid. It yields the estimate 
and hence by (2.i), e,(r) E ‘S(S). 
Now let E > 0. Then k, E IN can be taken so large that 
,=f+ 1 Pi I~kcd < b2 
Cl 
and r0 > 0 so small that for all r, 0 < r < rO, both 
(*I 
(**I 
98 
and 
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(***) 
The inequalities (*)-(***) lead to the estimation 
llex - 4dl~ 
Now by (w) 
k=l 
and by (*) and (***) 
G2 5 /dbk(x)12+2 2 dt 
k=k,-c 1 k=kotl 
< 2E2 + 2 kzf+, P:P(m 4--‘JB( 
Cl 
So we have proved that 
P(B(X, r>>- ’ j3,, r) (au,) dP (2 
We now come to the main result of this paper. 
(5) THEOREM (Measure theoretical Sobolev lemma). For eachf E Ill(Z) 
there can be chosen a representant 97 in ~?$f such that the following 
statements are valid. 
(i) @ = CF=, df, vk) qk where the series converges pointwise on .A. 
- 
(ii) For each x f A the linear functional f ++ Qf (x) is continzlous on 
the Hilbert space ‘S&Z”); its Riesz representant is e,. 
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(iii) Suppose EL, Pi l(oklz is essentially bounded on .M. Then the 
convergence in (i) is uniform outside a set of measure zero .4’;. Moreover 
ProoJ Let f E Y?(F) and put gT= Cr=, (f; vk) pk. So obviously 
g-E c2jI 
(i) Since (f, P,), = CF=, v, vk)pk(x) and since ,cx E %1(%‘) the 
series converges pointwise on .H. 
(ii) Trivial, because g?(x) = (A ex)P. 
(iii) By assumption there is a null set .“g such that 
( 
112 
s = sup kz, Pi I Pk@)12) < 00. 
xeni”n 
Thus for each f E !Q(.%‘) we get the estimate 
for all K, L E N with K > L, uniformly on ,h “0. 
(iv) Let x E .,+@@‘~ and let f E m(X). Then 
= liip(B(x, r))-' 5 
k=l 
(f, Ok) ( JB,, r)“k dp) . 
Summation and integration can be interchanged because 
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Thus we find 
ILLUSTRATIONS (The classical Sobolev embedding theorems on [0, 2711”). 
On the n-dimensional cube C, = [0,2n]” we take the usual measure 
dx = dx, . . . dx,. In L,(C,) the operator A, 
is well defined and A has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors 
ek(x) = (1/2~)~/~ eiklx 1 . . . . . &*nx” 
where k E Z”, k = (k, ,..., k,). Obviously we have 
de,= (1 + k: + ... + kg)e,, kEZ”. 
Theorem (5) leads to the following result. 
(6) COROLLARY. Let m E N with m > n/2, and let 0 <I < m -n/2, 
1 E Z. Then there is a null set -Nlf’ such that for each u E A-“‘2(L,(C,)) 
there exists a .representant ii of u with the following property: For all 
a E (N U {O})“, 1 a I< 1, there exists y, such that 
V XEC-,/f”f : IPu>(xl < Y, II u llm. 
Here BD” denotes the differential operator D” = (a/a~,)~l ... (8/3~,,)~“, and 
11 . I[,,, the Hilbert space norm of A-““‘(L2(Cn)). That is, llullrn = IlAm’2~IILI. 
Proof: Note first that A -m/2 is a bounded operator on L,(C,) satisfying 
A-“‘*ek = (1 + k: + . . . + ki)-“‘j2ekr and further that aaek = i’“’ krl ... 
k:n ek. So the operator au Amrni2 is Hilbert-Schmidt if the series 
k;“‘,.. k2Un 
k;” (1 +k:+ . . . ;k:)” 
converges. Comparison with the integral 
I 
X1 2ui . . . X2a,, dx, . 1.. e dx, 
R” (1 +x: + ... ; xfy 
shows that for 2m - 2 Ial - (n - 1) > 1 this indeed is the case. Hence we 
find that for Ial < 1 < m - n/2 the operator Be Apm” is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
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Since Iek(x)] = 1, x E [0,27r]“, it also follows that the function 
x w CksPn ](a” A -““‘eJ(x)l is bounded on C,. 
So Theorem (5) and the previous observations yield the desired result. 
(Cf. [6].) 1 
EPILOGUE 
One of the authors (De Graaf) has set up a new theory of generalized 
functions, [4]. This theory is based on holomorphic semigroups. Each 
nonnegative self-adjoint operator ‘u in a Hilbert space .X gives rise to a 
space of generalized functions T,.,. In [4] each generalized function F is an 
initial condition u(0) = F of the equation 
du/dt = -2h. 
The corresponding solution uF has to satisfy uF(t) E -%‘, t > 0, and 
u,(t + 7) = e-‘“z+(t), t, t > 0. (Heuristically, z+(t) = e-‘%,(O).) For 
example, for each w E .X and m > 0, 21mw is a member of T $,%. 
Based on this theory of generalized functions, a theory of generalized 
eigenfunctions has been developed; see [2], where a central role is played by 
Theorem (5) and by the so-called commutative multiplicity theory (cf. [ 11). 
The main result in (21 can be stated as follows: 
Let ‘u be a self-adjoint operator in .K such that the operators emfer, t > 0, 
are Hilbert-Schmidt. Then any self-adjoint operator $3 extendable to a closed 
operator in T,,, has a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions in T,,,. 
Moreover to almost each point A in the spectrum of 13 with multiplicity m, 
there correspond precisely m, generalized eigenfunctions out of this complete 
set. 
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